DESCRIPTION

Papers collected by Page on Tucson history. Includes material on Spanish and Mexican settlement, Tucson pioneers, data on early residents and manuscript entitled “San Jose del Tucson.” Includes correspondence between Page and the Arizona Historical Society from 1934-1957. Folders are labeled “Data relative to the city of Tucson” and “Location Sketch of Block 192 – Mexican Barracks.”

1 Box, .25 linear ft.

RELATED MATERIAL

Microfilm #0300. Letters and biographical material by Donald Page. Work on early ruins around Tucson. Filmed from University of California at Berkeley.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Donald W. Page, amateur historian and archaeologist, was born and educated in California. He worked as an engineer, city building inspector and assistant county engineer in Tucson. He did considerable research on early Tucson and southern Arizona and wrote biographical sketches on early pioneers which appeared in the Arizona Daily Star. He died in California in 1958.

ACQUISITION

Donated by Donald Page.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Riva Dean processed this collection in May 2002.

ARRANGEMENT

By format